Latest revision: 20.11.2002
Setting up "Freiburg Evoked Potentials" (EP2000) on a virginal Mac
The following is a attempt to compile a reliable recipe, any feedback welcome.
1. Acquire 
1.1 the cheapest current Macintosh desktop model (that would be the "733MHz PowerPC G4" for CA$ 2700,- at this time (that was July 2001)). The computer should have at least 128 MB RAM, 20GB hard disk is sufficient. An iMac or eMac is not suitable, as it has no space for the additional cards.
1.2 a second graphics card (must be compatible with above Mac, preferably with Quickdraw acceleration), but don't put it into the machine yet.
1.3 a data acquisition card, but don't put it into the machine yet. EP2000 certainly works with the card from National Instruments “PCI-MIO-16XE-50”. I'm working on making it compatible with more cards. 
1.4 Two multisyncing  monitors.
1.5 The program “Igor Pro” from Wavemetrics (www.wavemetrics.com).
2.1 Make sure your Mac runs properly, preferably Mac OS 9.2.2, not OS X. A large number of extensions and control panels from a standard Apple install are unnecessary (and make the machine slower), they should (later) be deactivated using the control panel "Extensions Manager". Which ones? Ask me. But that can be done later and may not be necessary at all.
2.2 Switch off virtual memory [Apple Menu > Control Panels > Memory]
2.3 Create a folder "EP2000" at a convenient place. Put “EP2000”, “ep2000-plot.pxp” and “ep2000preferences.txt” into it. Possibly make convenient shortcuts on the desktop.
2.4 Start “EP2000”. Play around with it in demo mode. The missing analog input is simulated by noise, the second screen is not necessary for demo mode.
2.5.	Switch off, insert the second graphics card and restart. Use the control panel “Monitors” to arrange as follows: The menu bar must be moved to the SECOND graphics card which should be set to 1024x768 resolution and 256 colours, it will be the operator screen. (You may have to use the pop-up menu to choose "All", not just "Recommended"). Everything will switch around after you move the tiny menu bar to the other screen. You may need to hunt for the mouse cursor, it may be on the other screen now. It can be obnoxious to move the cursor between screens, they are probably arranged logically side-by-side now (EP2000 later arranges them to touch only at one corner). The main board graphics drives the stimulus monitor and must run at 800x600 @ 75 Hz with “gray levels”. You may want to click "Identify" and find out which monitor is #1 and #2. #1 will be the one attached to the standard (main board) graphics card, #2 the one attached to the second graphics card. Also move the smiling tiny Mac symbol to monitor #2. Now try EP2000 again and make sure that the stimuli appear on the correct screen. 
Summary of monitor settings:
#1	main board graphics	STIMULUS	800x600 @ 75 Hz, 256 gray levels
#2	second graph card	OPERATOR	1024x768, 256 colors, has menu bar
2.6	Move the control panel “NI-DAQ” (Version 4.9.3 or 4.9.4) into the control panels folder (no other software is required!). Switch off, insert the data acquisition card and restart.
2.7	Open the control panel “NI-DAQ” and satisfy yourself that the data acquisition card is “seen”. You can play with settings, but they are all overwritten later by EP2000 as follows:
gain = 1, bipolar, channel type = RSE = Referenced Single-Ended.
Start EP2000 and notice that the random noise on the on-line oscilloscope is gone. If nothing is connected to the data acquisition card it will show a straight line (could be off-scale). If a preamp/amp is already connected and the inputs are open, you will see noise and mains interferences. Good. Ready to record!

3. On to calibration: Set the values for the screen size and the maximal luminance in the file "EP2000Preferences.txt". Twiddle the "gammaValue" until the screen looks fine with the "luminance calibration" pseudo-stimulus. Invent a way to put the right values into "unitsPerMicroVolt_0/1/2/3".
3.1 A more detailed description of the luminance calibration: 
As stimulus sequence, select “luminance calibration” at the bottom of that popup menu. Set the monitor to some standard, easily reproducible settings with high contrast, but no bottoming. Measure the brightest patch with a photometer. Enter this number into the “EP2000Preferences.txt” file, at the line:
fullLuminance[cd/m^2]	157.0	brightest value on the screen (use luminance calibration)
and replace my “157.0” (or whatever it currently is) with your value.
Then set your routine space average luminance into the line:
normalLuminance[cd/m^2]	45.0	e.g. the space averaged luminance of a checkerboard
of course replacing my “45.0” with your value. Note that the "normalLuminance" must be less than half of the "fullLuminance".
Finally, do gamma calibration as follows:
Observe the top two squares, they should have the same average luminance. They will probably differ, note which one is brighter. Quit EP2000. Go into the "EP2000Preferences.txt" file and find the line:
gammaValue	1.48	"magic number" around 1.5
Set the current value of 1.48 to, say, 2.0. Save & restart EP2000. Observe the two squares now. One will have become markedly brighter, thus you know in which direction that gamma value works. Now twiddle with small values in a try-and-repeat mode (say, 1.3 / 1.4 / 1.5 / 1.6 / 1.7), then do smaller steps until the two squares appear equally bright. Do not overdo it, it is only necessary for onset (and for sinusoids). But at low contrast values, any residual error in gamma calibration has negligible influences.

Done. Record. Write papers. Become famous. Cite me ;-)

